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PROPERTIES OF NORMAL EMBEDDINGS

CONCERNING STRONG SHAPE THEORY, I

By
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Abstract. Normal embeddings are characterized in terms of an

approximate extension property, whence a generalization of certain

cofibrationproperties to normal embeddings in the context of strong

shape is deduced. Statements of Mayer-Vietoris type and a descrip-

tion of inclusion maps, which are invertible in the strong shape

category, are presented as examples.
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1. Introduction

Normal embeddings play a particular role in strong shape theory, in fact:

they are shape analogues of cofibrationsin ordinary homotopy theory. In this

paper we are going to demonstrate this in four examples, the firstthree of

which are "Mayer-Vietoris"-arguments. Let us suppose a space X is covered

by two closed subspaces A and B, such that the triad {X; A, B) is "excisive"

in an appropriate sense. If we have some knowledge about A, B, and Ar＼B

we can draw conclusions concerning X. Usually excisiveness is related to the

coflbration property of the inclusion maps, but in our context the normality of

the embeddings is sufficient.

1.1) Theorem. A topologicaltriad (X; A, B) with X ―A＼jB, such that A

and B are closed and Ar＼B is normally embedded in X, is excisive with respect

to any homology or cohomology functor factoring over the strong shape category.

1.2) Theorem. Let (X; A, B) be a topological triad satisfying the assump-

tions of theorem 1.1. Then the shape dimension of X has the following upper

bound:
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sd X <max(sd A, sdB, l + sdAr＼B)

We recall that a space X has shape dimension less than or equal to a positive

integer n if and only if every map /: X-*P into a polyhedron P is homotopic

to a map, whose fullimage is contained in the n-skeleton of P (cf.[11] p. 96).

Theorem 1.2 has been proved for strongly paracompact spaces by Nowak and

Spiez (cf. [121 theorem 1.7).

1.3) Theorem (Lisica, Mardesic): // a triad {X; A, B) satisfiesthe as-

sumptions of theorem 1.1, and if two strong shape rnorphisms a: A―>Y and fi:

B-+Y to an arbitrary space Y satisfy <X＼An.Bz=fi＼Ar>B,then there exists a strong

shape morphism j: X―>Y with Y＼a―oland Y＼b―$-

This is the pasting theorem of Lisica and Mardesic, which has been proved

in [8]. In our framework we are able to give a new, simplified proof.

In classicalhomotopy theory a map of pairs / :(X, A)-*(Y, B) is a homotopy

equivalence if and only if the total map /: X->Y and the relative map flA:

A->B are homotopy equivalences of spaces, provided the inclusion maps Ac+X

and Bc+Y are cofibrations. This carries over to the strong shape setting for

normal inclusions, but in the present context we can treat only a special case

which is interesting, because for pairs we can get by with ordinary shape:

1.4) Theorem. Let us suppose that A is normally embedded in the space

X. Then the inclusion map i: Ac+X is a strong shape equivalence if and only

if the inclusion map j: {A, A)c^(X, A) is an ordinary shape equivalence of pairs.

In the compact metric case theorem 1.4 has been proved by Dydak and

Segal (cf. [4] theorem 6.2).

To deal with these subjects we need to know only a few basic facts of

strong shape theory, which are recalled here. For a detailed treatment we

refer to [1], [2], [6] and [7].

There is a strong shape category ssh (constructed somehow), whose objects

are all topological spaces and which is related to the homotopy category by

the strong shape functor rj: HTop->ssh. This functor has a right adjoint T:

ssh->HTop, which means the existence of spaces T(Y) and bijections ssh(X, Y)

~HTop(X,
T(Y)), natural with respect to continuous maps in the firstvariable.

A continuous map /: X-+Y induces an isomorphism 7](f)if and only if it has

the following two properties:

a) Every map <p: X->P into an ANR-space P admits a factorization <p=<I>f
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with a suitable map </>:Y->P.

b) If two maps cp,<p: Y->P, P an ANR, and a homotopy H: <pf^<pf are

prescribed, then we can find a homotopy G: <p=<p with G(fXidi)^H.

(cf. [3] def. 1.1.) Homotopies between homotopies are understood relative to

the boundary. A map of pairs /: {X, A)―>(Y,B) is an ordinary shape equiva-

lence if and only if for every ANR-pair (P, Q) the induced map /*: HTop (Y,

B; P, Q)->HTop(X, A; P, Q) is bijective. If a space X, an inverse system of

spaces Y={g]1: Yx-^Y^; X^pt^A} and an inverse family of maps f={fx: X

―≫Fx}are given, then f is called strong expansion, if conditions (c) and (d) are

satisfied(cf. [9] def. 1, [6] def. 1.10; [3] def. 4.1 contains a more general

notion):

c) For every map <p: X-^P into an ANR-space P there exist an index IelA

and a map <p: Y x:-*P with <pfx= <p.

d) If two maps (p,<p: Yx->P into an ANR-space P and a homotopy H:

<pfx= (pfx are given, then we can find an index pt>A and a homotopy G: (pg'i

^<pg^x with GifpXidj^H.

Every space admits a strong expansion in an inverse system of ANR-spaces

or polyhedra; any resolution will do (cf. [9] and [10]).

2. Normal em beddings

We recall that an open covering of a topological space is said to be normal,

if it admits a subordinated, locally finite partition of unity (cf. [11] p. 324).

A subspace A of a space X is normally embedded, if for every normal covering

17 of A there is a normal covering cy of X, whose trace on A refines HJ (cf.

[11] p. 89). For our purpose it is necessary to characterize these embeddings

in terms of an approximate extension property of maps instead of coverings.

We introduce the following convention:

2.1) Definition. A neighborhood U of a subspace A of X is called normal,

if A can be separated from X＼U by an Urysohn function, i.e. by a map / :

X->I vanishing outside of U and taking the constant value 1 on A.

This notion is natural in the following sense: If U is a normal neigh-

borhood of A in X with corresponding Urysohn function /, g: Y^-X a map

and B a subset of Y with g(B)QA, then g~＼U) is a normal neighborhood of

B in y, because fg: Y->I is an Urysohn function separating B and Y＼g~＼U).

To give the reader an idea of the techniques applicable to normal neighborhoods

we prove:
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2.2) Proposition. Let us consider subsets AQUQX. The conditions(a)-(c)

are equivalent:

a) U is a normal neighborhood of A in X.

b) {intU, X＼A] is a normal covering of X.

c) There is a normal covering HJ of X with St(A, CU)QU.

St(A, HJ) is the star of A with respect to HJ, i.e. the union of all elements of

HJ meeting A (cf. [5] p. 376).

Proof of proposition 2.2: If (a) holds and / is a corresponding Urysohn

function, then {/, 1―/} is a locally finitepartition of unity subordinate to the

covering defined in (b). This covering in turn fulfills(c). If HJ is an arbitrary

covering satisfying (c) and {<pec^M} a subordinate locally finite partition of

unity, then we define N:―{c^M＼Ar＼(p7l~＼Q,1]^0} and f :=T>k=n<Pi- f is an

Urysohn function separating A and X＼U, hence (a). q.e.d.

2.3) Theorem. Let A be a subspace of a topologicalspace X.

a) A is normally embedded in X if and only if for every map f: A―*P,

where P is an ANR, and every open covering V of P there are a normal neigh-

borhood W of A in X and a map g: W―>P, whose restrictionto A is V-near tof.

b) // A is normally embedded in X, then so is XxlKJ Axl in Xxl.

Proof. At firstwe want to show that condition (a) is necessary, and we

suppose that a normally embedded subspace A of X, a map / from A into an

ANR P and an open covering HJ of P are given. By the Kuratowski-Woj-

dislawski embedding theorem (cf. [11] p. 35) we may suppose that P is a

subspace of a normed vector space and that P is closed in its convex hull K.

We choose open neighborhoods U and V of P in K with V £U such that there

is a retraction r: U-+P. Let ci^ be an open covering of V consisting of convex

sets and refining r'XiJ), and let cVi be a star refinement of <Vi (cf.[5] p. 377).

By assumption there is a normal covering *W of X, whose trace on A is finer

than f'X^z), and to HV corresponds a subordinate, locally finitepartion of

unity {(pc＼c^M＼. For each index :eM we choose elements ^g^g^ with

Ar^ipjX^O, l~])<skf~l{Vc).Now we can define a continuous map g: J^-^if by

g(^)'-―11<Pi(x)yC)and I claim:

w

g(A)QV

f and rgu are 17-near.

g~＼U)is a normal neighborhood of A in X

(1)

(2)

(3)
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For any point a^A and each index jgM with (pc(a)>0 the elements yt

and f(a) belong to Vt, especially: yc, f(a)<=St(f(a), cy2). If F'e^ contains

St(/(a), c^i), then it also contains g(a) and /(a), because V does not depend

on the index c and it is convex. (1) follows immediately, and to prove (2) it

sufficesto choose Z7'ei7 with V'Qr'XU'); then rg{a) and f{a)―rf{a) both lie

in U'. The neighborhood W of ^4 in X is normal, because the covering {g~＼U)f

g~＼K＼V)} of X refines {W, X＼A} and is the continuous inverse image of the

normal covering {U, K＼V} of K.

To prove that (a) is sufficient we consider a normal covering 17 of A.

There exist an ANR P, an open covering W of P, and a map /: A―>P, such

that f'XW) refines 17, and in addition we choose a star refinement f of f'.

Condition (a) provides us with a normal neighborhood V of A in X and a map

g: F-s-P, whose restriction to A is W-near to /. ^V :={X＼A}＼Jg~＼W) is a

normal covering of X, and I claim that its trace on A refines 17. To an

element W^W there are W'&W' and £/e<U' with St(PF, <W)QW and /~W)£

£/,and for each point a^Ar＼g~＼W) we can find W^W containing /(a) as well

as g(a). Since Wi intersects W in ^(a) it belongs to St(W, W), and we have:

f(a)^WlQSt(W, <W)QW, hence g-＼W)r＼AQf~＼W')QU.

To prove (b) we use the following lemma as a convenient substitute for

the concept of stacked coverings:

2.4) Lemma. For every ANR-space P and each open covering HJ of P there

exist an open covering <~Vof the path space P1 and a map <p: P-^-VjO, 1] with

the following property: If two paths <y,veF7 are cV-near and two real numbers

s, t^I satisfy ＼s―t＼<<p(<o),then the points w(s) and v{t)are HJ-near.

Proof of lemma 2.4: Let W be a star refinement of HJ. For each finite

sequence a=(W0, ･･･Wn) in <W we denote by ≪£P7 the open set of ail paths o>

with (i){Ir＼＼_{k―1)171,(* + l)/n])£W* for 0£k<n. By Lebesgue's theorem the

sets of the form a cover P7; let {/(|;gM} be a subordinate, locally finite

partition of unity. For each index ;gM we choose a sequence ac in W of

length m,+1 with /r'QO, !])£≪,,and we define:

9 V ―- f (4)

The map <p and the open covering consisting of the sets a fulfillthe require-

ments of lemma 2.4 q. e.d.

Proof of theorem 2.3.b: We want to apply 2.3.a and consider a map /
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XxivjAxI-+P into an ANR-space P and an open covering 17 of P. Let 17,

denote a star refinement of 17 and 172 a refinement of HJU such that any two

172-near maps of an arbitrary space into P are 17i-homotopic (cf. [11] p. 39),

and let 17s be a locally finite open covering of P consisting of sets, whose

closures refine 172. Lemma 2.4 provides us with an open covering <V of P1

and with a map <p: PJ->-]0, 1], such that <o(s) and v(t) are 1/3-near if the

assumptions of our lemma are satisfied. Since P1 is an ANR-space too there

exist a normal neighborhood V of A in Xand a map h: V-+P1, whose restric-

tion to A is cV-near to the adjoint map /: A-^P1. Now I claim the existence

of a normal neighborhood V of A in X contained in V, such that there are

1/i-homotopies F: f＼vxio)= hiVx{O}and G: fwxiu^hwxii). To see this we con-

sider the maps @t: V'->PxP, defined by 0t(x):=(f(x, t),h(x, t)) for f=0, 1.

By construction we have:

^tU)£W{f7xt7|t/Gi73}=: MQ＼J{UxU＼U(=HJ2}=: N (5)

The set M is closed in PxP, because 173 is locally finite,and therefore the

closure of 0t(A) is contained in the open set N. Since PxPis metrizable

V :=0^1(N)r＼(Pl1(N) is a normal neighborhood of A in V and a fortioriin X,

such that /irxu> and h]Vxlt)are 172 near and therefore 1/j-homotopic. We take

any map (p＼X^I, O<0<l/2, such that:

T
^y<^-(a)

for ≪El (6)

Then U :=VxIU{(x, t)(EXxI＼t<(l/2)<p(x) or t>l-(l/2)<p(x)} is a normal

neighborhood of XxiuAxI in J^x/, and we can define a map g: U->P with

restriction 17-near to f as follows:

fix, 0)

g(x, t)=

＼ <p(x) I

/ t-<P(X) N

＼ ' l-2(P(x)J

r(
2(l-Q-^(x)

Lrl X, ~ 77―~

fix, 1)

fe[o,|^(*)]

t^＼j<p(x), 0U)]

ttElMx), 1-<P{X)-]

) *e[l-0(*), l-~4>(x)]

fe[l-y#x), l]

(7)

q. e.d
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2.5) Corollary. // A is normally embedded in X, then the normal neigh-

borhoods of A in X form a strong expansion of A.

Remark. It follows from theorem 2.3 that the normal neighborhoods of A

form a resolution, and therefore corollary 2.5 follows from a general theorem

of Mardesic (cf. [10]). But in the present, special situation a direct proof is

simpler:

Proof, i) We want to show that condition (c) of the introduction holds

and consider a map (p: A-+P into an ANR-space P. Taking HJ as an open

covering of P, such that any two <U-near maps are homotopic, we apply theorem

2.3.a and get a normal neighborhood W of A in X and a map <p: W-^P with

<p＼A=<p.

ii) Now condition (d) is to be proved. We consider a normal neighborhood

U of A in X, two maps <p,<p: U-^P into an ANR-space P and a homotopy i/:

<P＼A=(p＼A.Again we take <U as an open covering of P, such that 17-near maps

are homotopic, and we define a map g: Uxi＼JAxI-*P as follows:

g(x,t):=

<p(x)

H(x, St-1)

<p(x)

･4

3*S＼

-!

(8)

By theorem 2.3.bUxlKjAxI is normally embedded in Uxl, and 2.3.aprovides

us with a normal neighborhood V^U of A in X and with a map h : VxI->P,

whose restrictionto VxiuAxI is "U-near to g. Let 0: ^rx/w^x7= /jKxl^x/

be a connecting homotopy. The homotopy G: <plv=(plvwe are looking foris

definedas follows:

G(x,t):=

0(x, 0, 30

h(x, 3t-l)

'4

0(x, 1,3(1-0) t^j

(9)

A connecting homotopy W: Gu*i = H is given by ＼(a, s, t):= 0(a, <o(s,t))

where w: P―>P is subject to the following boundary conditions:
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<

(0, 3s)

(3s-l, 1)

■
4

―^s^―

(1,3(1-5)) S^j

(10)

flfc,l)=:(I±i, 0) fltf),f)=(y, O) oa,t)=(l-j,o) (11)

q.e.d.

The next theorem displays that for the application of "Mayer-Vietoris"

arguments normal embeddings are as good as cofibrations:

2.6) Theorem. We suppose thata space X is given as the union of two

closedsubspaces A and B, whose intersectionis normally embedded in X. Then

theinclusionmap

Ax{Q}U(Ar＼B)xlUBx{l}^XxI

is a strong shape equivalence.

The proof requires the following lemma:

2.7) Lemma. // the triad (X; A, B) satisfies the assumptions of theorem

2.6, then

a) A and B are normally embedded in X, and

b) r :=Ax{O＼＼J(AnB)Xl＼jBx{l} is normally embedded in Xxl.

Proof of theorem 2.6, assuming lemma 2.7. We have to show that condi-

tions (a) and (b) of the introduction are satisfied,and we start by considering

a map <p: F-+P into an ANR P. Corollary 2.5 provides us with a normal

neighborhood U of F in Xxl and with a map <p':U->P, whose restrictionto

F is homoto.pic to (p. Let /: XxI->I be an Urysohn function separating F

from the complement of U and define a continuous map g: X-+I by g{x) :=

inf{f(x, t)＼t^I}. On A(~＼Bg equals 1, and if g{x) does not vanish, then (x, t)

belongs to U for all fe J. Therefore we can define a map <p:XxI-*P as follows:

[<P'{x, tg{x)) x^A

I <J>＼x,l-(i-t)g(x)) x^B

On F the map (f>coincides with <b',and condition (a) is proved. The proof of

(b) follows exactly the same pattern. q. e.d.
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Proof of 2.1.&: Let a map / : A-+P into an ANR-space P and an open

covering HJ of P be given. We choose a refinement HJi of CU, such that any

two "Ui-near maps are cU-homotopic, and a locally finitecovering CU2, such that

the closures of the sets of IJz form a refinement of <UX. By assumption there

exist a normal neighborhood W of Ar＼B in X and a map g: W-+P, whose

restriction to Ar＼B is <U2-near to /unB. Now we consider the map <p: Ar＼W

-^■PxP given by <p(x):=(f(x), g(x)); since <p(Ar＼B)is contained in ＼J{UxU＼U

(^cUz}^＼J{UxU＼U^cU1} there is a normal neighborhood W7' of yln^ in Ar＼W,

such that / and g are 'Ui-near and consequently <U-homotopic on W. Let us

take such a IZ-homotopy H: fw = g＼w and Urysohn functions I: X-+I and <p:

Ar＼W->I separating Ar＼B from X＼W respectively Ar＼W＼W. We define r:

/!_>/･and h: A＼JW^P as follows :

r{a)

0 l(a)£^

(2Z(fl)-l)#fl) l{a)^~

h{x)
| H{x,2r{x)-l) x^A,r{x)^＼
[g(x)

x^Br＼W

(13)

(14)

Then hIA and / are <U-near,and A＼jW is a normal neighborhood of A in X

because we can set up the followingUrysohn function:

r i x(ba
p(x):=＼ (15)

Proof of 2.7.b: Again we consider a prescribed map /: F-+P into an

ANR-space P and an open covering HJ of P, but now we need four consecutive

refinements CU1>･■■cUiof HJ: Vi shall be a star refinement of HJ, any two <U2-

near maps shall be ^i-homotopic, the closures of the sets of 'Us are required

to be a locally finiterefinement of <U2 and <U4 is taken as a star refinement of

HJ5. At last we choose an open covering c{7 of Pl and a map <p: /)/->]0, 1]

by applying lemma 2.4 to CU4.

Since i4, 5 and Ar＼B are normally embedded in X we can find normal

neighborhoods Uo of .A, Ui of 5 and f/2 of Ar＼B in Z and maps g0: U0-^P,

gxi Ui-*P and ^2: f/2―>/>/,such that gou and /i^x{01 respectively gi,B and

f＼Bx(u are cU4-near and g2＼A^B is c^-near to the adjoint map /: AnB-^-P1.
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Then gounB and g2un.Bx<o>respectively giuns and g2unB*iu are <U3-near, and

this implies the existence of a normal neighborhood V of Ar＼B in X contained

in U0r＼Ulr＼U2, such that gOw and g2＼vxm respectively guv and gzwxu) are CU2-

near. Therefore we can find 17i-homotopies 0 : gow^gzwxio) and ＼: guv=

gzwxiD, and surely we can find a map </>:X―>I with O<0<l/2 and:

l-2(p(x)
<<pg2(x) for x^Ar＼B (16)

W: = VxfiJ{(x,t)<=AxI＼t<(l/2)<J>(x)}＼J{(x,t)=BxI＼t>l-a/Z)<p(x)} is a

normal neighborhood of F in Xxl, and the restrictionof the following map

h : W->P to F is V-near to /:

£oU)

h(x, t) g2＼X>
l-2<J>(x)J

*e[o,-i-#x)]

t^[j<p(x),<p(x)＼

fe[#x), 1-jKx)]

K*.^m -H^-iM

glW f =[l―|#x),l]

(17)

q. e.d

Proof of theorem 1.1: Instead of (X; A, B) we may consider (X'; A', B')

with X':=r, A' :=Ax{O}＼J(Ar＼B)xIand B':=Bx{l＼＼J(Ar＼B)Xl. This triad

is excisive because the interiors of A' and B' cover X' q. e.d

Proof of theorem 1.3: Theorem 2.6 permits us to replace the triad (X;

A, B) by (X';A',B') with X' :=r, .4':=rnXx[0, 1/2] and B':=rnXx

[1/2, 1], so that the inclusion map ATiB'c^i' is a cofibration. Using the right

adjoint T of the strong shape functor the statement of 1.3 may be rephrased

as follows: If two maps a: A'-+T(Y) and /3: B'-*T(Y) with a＼ATMi'= P＼ATMi'

are given, then there is j : X'~->T(Y) with y{A,^a and fiB<=/3. But thisfollows

from the cofibration property. q.e.d.

For the proof of theorem 1.2 we need the following lemma, which corres-

ponds to the well known fact that homotopic cellular maps between CW-com-

plexes can be connected by cellularhomotopies.

2.8) Lemma.
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a) Let f, g: X-+P be two maps from a space X, whose shape dimension sd

X does not exceed a given number n, to a polyhedron P, and suppose that the full

images of f and g are contained in the n-skeleton PCre)of P. Then every homo-

topy G: f = g in P is homotopic (relative boundary!) to a homotopy H: f = g in

P(re+l).

b) Let (X, A) be a topologicalpair with closed cofibre subspace A and let

f: X-+P be a map into a polyhedron with f(A)QPCn_v, max(srf X, l+sd A)^n.

Then there exist a map g : X-+P with g(X)^PCn^ and a homotopy g = f relative A.

Proof, a) We take a strong expansion {px}'. X->{7r^: Qn-*Qx) of X in

an inverse system of polyhedra. There exist an index ?.,maps /', g': Qx-*Pw

and homotopies 0: f = f'px and ＼: g=g'px in P(n), and for a suitable index

ft^X we can find a homotopy G': f'x^g'Tz^ in P with Gr(pllXidI)=0-1°G°W.

The condition srfX^n implies the existence of a polyhedron (5' with dim Q'^

n, an index v^p., of maps a: Q'-^-Q^ and 6: Q≫->Q' and of a homotopy .A:

ab^n^. Since the maps /'rc^a and g'x^a: Q'―>P(re)are homotopic to cellular

maps and since the composition of these homotopies with G'(aXidj) is homotopic

to a cellularhomotopy these maps can be connected by a homotopy G" : fiz^a

^g'n^a in PCn+i) with C'^G^aXidj). This gives rise to a homotopy H':

f'n＼=g'7ivxin P<B+1) defined by H':=f'ic/'iA-1°G/r(bXidI)°g'ic/lxA,and this in

turn leads to H:=0°H'(pllX'idI)°W~1: / = g. // connects / and ,§･in Pu+n and

is homotopic to G in P, because A and G' commute (cf. [13] lemma 1, the

"Godement interchange law").

b) Since the inclusion map Ac^X is a cofibration and because of the rela-

tions sdX<n and sdA^n ―1 we can surely find a homotopy #: f = g', where

g' satisfiesg'(X)QPw and g'(A)QPCn_-o, but a priori H need not be stationary

on A. By part (a) HiJixI is homotopic to 0:fu=g'＼A with 0C4x/)£-PCB>. A

second application of the cofibrationproperty provides us with a map g : Z->Pcn)

and a homotopy F: g=g' in P(n) with WUxi = 0. Then the restriction of

G:=H°＼~1: f = g to .Ax/ is homotopic to a stationary homotopy, and by a

third cofibrationargument (b) is proved. q.e.d.

Proof of theorem 1.2: By the same trick as in the proof of 1.3 we can

reduce the general case to the special situation, where the inclusion maps are

cofibrations. We set n :=max(sd.A, sdB, l+sdAr＼B) and consider a map /:

X->P into a polyhedron P. Because of the cofibrationproperty and the relation

sdAr＼B^n ―1 we are able to replace / by a homotopic map /' with f'{AC＼B)

£P(n_i:>. Lemma 2.8.b ensures the existence of maps and homotopies f'{A=<p
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and f'＼B=<]>relative Ar＼B with imcp, inKp^P^. Then the map g: X->P with

giA=<p and g＼B―(pis homotopic to / and its fullimage is contained in Pen).

Q.e.d.

Proof of theorem 1.4: At firstwe deal with the special case, in which

the subspace A is closed and the inclusion map i is a cofibration. Let us sup-

pose that i is a strong shape equivalence; we have to show that j*: HTop(X,

A; P, Q)-*HTop(A, A; P, Q) is bijective for every ANR-pair {P, Q). For a

map <p: (A, A)-+(P, Q) condition (a) of the introduction ensures the existence

of a map <p＼X->Q with <pXA^<p, hence j* is surjective. If two maps <p,<p:

{X, A)―>(P,Q) and a homotopy H: <p＼A=<p＼Ain Q are given, then (b) provides

us with a homotopy G: ip^(p in P with Gux7 = if. Since XxlKJAxI is a

cofibre subspace of Xxl we can now construct G': (p=<p with G'uxi=H, so <p

and (J)are homotopic as maps of pairs and /* is injective.

If on the other hand /* is bijective, then (a) follows immediatly when we

consider pairs of the form (P, P). To prove (b) we assume that maps (p,<p:

X-^P and a homotopy H: (p＼A=<p＼Aare given; using the cofibration property

we can find a map <p':X―>P with <p＼a=<P＼aand a homotopy G': <p^(p' with

G'[Axi=H. Now it sufficesto construct a homotopy G: <p'^<p relative A. The

maps a, /3: X-^PxP with coordinates a―(<pr,<p)and f}=(<p, <p)map A to the

diagonal A£PxP; therefore they may be considered as elements a, fi(EHTop(X,

A; PxP, A) with j*a=j*(H. Consequently a and /3 are homotopic as maps of

pairs, and the projections 0, W of such a connecting homotopy are homotopies

0 : y/s^ and ?": y>sp with 0[Axi=＼lAxi. Then the restrictionof G" :=0°W-1:

<p'^<p to
^4x/

is homotopic to a stationary homotopy, and we can construct G

from G" by an application of the cofibration property.

Now the general case follows from lemma 2.9, which says that in the

ordinary shape category every pair with normally embedded subspace is equi-

valent to a pair with closed cofibre subspace.

2.9) Lemma. We assume that A is normally embedded in a space X and

set X' :=Xx{Q}＼JAxlQXxI, A':=Ax{l}QX' and denote by p : {X', A')->(X,

A) the natural projection. Then p is an ordinary shape equivalence of pairs.

Proof. We consider an ANR-pair (P, Q) and the induced map p* : HTop(X,

A; P, Q)->HTop{X',A'; P, Q).

a) p* is surjective: Let / :(X', A')->(P, Q) be given; we want to construct

a normal neighborhood U of A in X and a map /': (Xx{0}＼jUxI, Ux{l})-*

(P, Q), whose restriction to (Xf, A') is homotopic to /. Once /' is constructed
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we can choose an Urysohn function <p: X-+I separating A from X＼U and define

a map g: {X, A)―>{P,Q) and a homotopy H: gp=f＼ax＼A^ by:

g(x) :=/'(*, <p(x)) (18)

H(x, s; t):=f'(x, ts+O―t)<p(x)) (19)

Corollary 2.5 implies the existence of a normal neighborhood V of A in X, of

a map /": V―>Q and of a homotopy G": f＼A'=f'＼Ain (p. Applying corollary

2.5 again we can find a closed normal neighborhood £/of A in X contained in

V and a homotopy G: f＼u*.m=f＼v with Gux/=/ux/°G" in P. Then our map

f i<5Hpfinprln<5fnlinwc:･

r fix, 0) s=o

f'(x,s):=＼
{ G(x, s) x<=U

(20)

b) p* is injective: Let two maps /, g: (X, A)->(P, Q) and a homotopy

H: fp=gp as maps of pairs be given. We may assume the existenceof a

normal neighborhood U of A in X with f(U),g(U)QQ, because otherwise we

could replace / by pf and g by pg, where p: P->P is a map with p=id

relativeQ and p(U')QQ for a suitableneighborhood U' of Q in P. Corollary

2.5implies the existence of a normal neighborhood V of A in ^ containedin

U and of homotopies G: fw=gw and f: ffuXiiix/= GUx/ in Q relativeAxi.

Now we definea man 0: XxlO＼ Xl＼JVxi2UAxI2-+P as follows:

0(x, s, t):=

fix)

H(x, 3s,3t-l)

W(x, Zt-l, 3s-l)

G(x, Zt-l)

'4

-zr^t^,

is≪4

^1

^

l._2 2

'4

_2

3
(21)

The division of P into so many parts is necessary to ensure the continuity of

0 if A is not closed. We observe: 0(Vx{l}Xl)QQ. Since VxPuAxP is

normally embedded in VxP there are a normal neighborhood W of A in X

contained in V and a map 0': Vxl2＼JWxP-^P, whose restriction to Fx/2VJ

AxP is homotopic to 0, and since the inclusion map VxPc^VxP^jWxP is

a cofibration, we may assume 0＼vxi2=0[vxi2- We choose an Urysohn function

<p: X―>/ separating A from X＼W and define a homotopy F: f = s as follows:
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0'(x,2<p(x)-l,t) (p(x)^j

0(x, 0, t) (f(x)^j
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